ased on the International Maritime Organization’s strategy,
the world will have the opportunity to reach the goal of
decarbonisation in the future through green fuels.
However, to date, the sustainable production of these green fuels
is still under development, and thus natural gas remains the
most solid solution available to be used in the near term to
address the issue of emissions. Both from a logistical, flexible,
and geopolitical point of view, the transport of LNG is deemed
the most efficient type of supply. In this context, the containment
on board ships plays a fundamental role for the supply of LNG:
tanks must be built in such a way as to guarantee the best
performance from the point of view of weights and dimensions,
where the basic material has a key role. Thanks to their
performance, the type of steel widely used for this application
are those of the nickel steel and 300 series austenitic steel;
however, due to their high nickel content, these materials are not
economically advantageous.
The most popular steel is the 9% nickel (Ni). It has been used
from the very beginning of the LNG transportation as an
alternative material to aluminium.
This material shows the following peculiarities:
� There is no parent welding material available in the market;
thereby the only chance to weld it is to use 625 alloy.
� Plates and welding materials are very expensive and
subject to an unpredictable price volatility due to the high
percentage of Ni.

� Due to the plate’s high mechanical values of the plates,
the head sectors forming is a lengthy and expensive
process, which is to be performed only by very
experienced suppliers.
� Welding of 9% Ni plates may result in magnetic
susceptibility, which makes it very difficult to perform the
welding bath. A de-magnetisation system must then be
used to weld again.

Alternative material in the codes

The codes for the LNG minimum carriage design temperatures
also accept some specific austenitic materials such as 304, 316,
and 321.
Looking at the mechanical properties of these austenitic
steels, it can be easily realised that they are very weak, resulting
in a large thickness increase compared to 9% Ni. These grades
are also very expensive and susceptible to Ni price fluctuation.
Therefore, it is not the ideal material for this use.

Alternative material out of the codes

The search for an alternative material out of the codes took into
consideration that a special grade austenitic steel having a lower
percentage of Ni and higher percentage of manganese (Mn),
would better fit the carriage conditions.
The innovative material ensured the following peculiarities:
� Good deformation under pressing (tank heads).
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� Plates availability in such sizes to perform the most efficient
tank construction.

� Weldability characteristic.

� Good mechanical properties.

This special grade is a fully austenitic matrix with an addition
of nitrogenous. The chemical characteristic of this alloy is a low
percentage of nickel (between 4 – 5%) that is compensated in
quantity with manganese that produces the austenitic matrix.
This type of material was developed in the 1950s in order to
have a fully austenitic stainless steel with a lower quantity
of nickel, during a time when these materials faced sourcing
problems worldwide. This type of material is common to use
in in place of AISI 304 because it has a corrosion resistance
that it similar, but at a lower prices. Forming capacity is similar
with series 300, so one of the more common applications
is for cooking furniture, structural application, and many
mechanical components.
The addition of nitrogenous is used to increase the
mechanical characteristic in order to have a higher tensile
stress than AISI 316L. This application was born in the 1970s
on austenitic stainless steel, such as AISI 304 and AISI 316, in
order to increase mechanical characteristics for nuclear
application. The lower quantity of carbon and a controlled
quantity of nitrogenous is necessary to reach the mechanical
performance and a suitable weldability and cold forming of the
material. This means that the steel manufacturer will need to
have advanced technologist equipment knowledge
and experience.

� Welding material availability.
� Plates and welding material price competitiveness.
� Low-susceptibility to magnetism.
Because of its mechanical performance and low nickel
content, this material allows for both a reduction in the thickness
of the containment system, and therefore a considerable
reduction in weight and in the cost of materials compared to
other alternative austenitic materials listed in the code.
In the design and manufacturing of a tank, the first step is
the selection of the base material and welding procedure; these
two inputs are very important as they will define the rest of the
tank manufacture.
In order to perform the welding on a material such as this
special grade austenitic steel, it is important to consider the
following features:
� The base material characteristics.
� The consumable material.

The base material characteristic

The consumable material

The choice of the consumable material is very important to reach
the continuity of the mechanical characteristic.
In general, due to the austenitic matrix, the applicable
consumable material is the same as the ones used in the welding
of austenitic materials such as AISI 304 and AISI 316: the goal is to
reach the mechanical performance of the base. For this reason, the
choices of the consumable material must be decided only after a
preliminary test. One factor that can help to reach the mechanical
characteristics of the base metal is the dilution ratio, or the
quantity of the base material which mixes with the consumable
material. Managing this factor, is necessary when studying a
suitable joint design and welding sequence. For this reason, to
compare the better consumable material, it is necessary to make a
test campaign with different suitable consumable materials with
the same joint configuration and welding sequence.

Weldability characteristic

Austenitic stainless steel also of this special grade also has the
problem of hot cracking. This issue increases with the presence of
nitrogenous, so the parameters to control are the following:
zz Interpass temperature.
zz Heat input.
zz Filler metal deposit rate.

Figure 1. Bilobed tank with the capacity of 2500 m3

in transit towards the Port of Livorno. The tanks have
embarked at the Armon yard of Gijon.
Table 1. Comparing the weights of a generic LNG tank
with the following characteristics
Input tank data
MARVS

4 barg.

Heads

Hemispherical

Internal diameter

10.75 m

Overall length

37.25 m

Volume

3055 m3

Table 2. Percentage of variation of the weight of the tank
according to the material
Grade

% (in % weight includes shell,
heads, sump, dome)

Special grade austenitic steel

+14

316L

+39

304L

+49

9% Ni

Reference weight

304 LN

+28

Reprinted from October 2022

In addition, the presence of nitrogenous causes porosity due to
the release of this gas during the welding. To reduce this problem,
the welding position and torch position during welding as well as
the right gas mixture, the welding sequence, must be controlled.
The material can also cause magnetism after and during
welding that can cause specific defects during the application of
automatic welding; another factor to take into consideration is the
fit-up of the welding that can avoid any specific and directional
stress that can be one of the common causes of the hot cracking.

The innovative material used also
for ammonia

Upon request of Bureau Veritas, the compatibility testing of this
material with ammonia has been proven by permforming a specific
stress corrosion cracking test whose specification was previously
set forward by Gas and Heat and then reviewed by Bureau Veritas.
A well-referenced laboratory was appointed to perform the
test, with special attention to all safety devices and relevant
certifications mandatory to handle ammonia for testing purpose.
12 specimens (three taken in base material and nine taken
transverse to the weld, including weld area, base material, and
H.A.Z.) were prepared in accordance with ISO16540. The deflection
corresponding to the elastic stress desired was calculated from the
following relationship according to ASTM G39-99 (2021):
σ = 12Ety(3H2−4A2)
Throughout the test duration, the specimens were loaded as
four-point-bend (FPB) to the specified minimum yield strength of
the base material. The test was performed in three different
conditions (at ambient temperature, -20˚C, and -33˚C) in an
environment of pure ammonia. In each condition, one base
material specimen and three welded ones, FPB loaded, were kept
in the test room for 720 hrs. After the test completion, each single
specimen was visually examined at x10 magnification by
stereoscopic microscope and subjected to fluorescent liquid
penetrant examination to detect any visible surface crack. An
additional tomographic scan was performed to examine the inner
material: no crack was found.
Gas and Heat has filed a patent request for the use of this
special grade austenitic steel with ammonia.

Conclusion

In order to perform a good welding with this special grade
austenitic steel, it is necessary to find the correct parameters
and welding modality through an adequate test campaign that
has to be defined in a specific welding procedure qualified, WPS,
through proper tests. Following the WPS strictly is essential to
obtain the final result with continuity. For this reason, the manual
welding process will be monitored continuously during the work.
Finally, suitable consumable material is essential for reaching
mechanical test requirements: the choice of it depends also on the
requirements and use of the product welded.
In current times, flexibility and diversification are important
concepts. Flexible containment systems allow for the
transportation of different products and the ability to adapt to the
demand and needs of the market. In this period of transition
towards decarbonisation, a special grade austenitic material
certified for both LNG and ammonia is a valuable asset ready to be
used for present projects.
Following this philosophy, the next challenge will be to find a
new material which will be able to transport more fuels/products
and also can have competitive weight and volumetric
performance.

